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President's Letter
Since the last newsletter, a significant
change has taken place in our lives for
me and my wife, Virginia. Over the
past 10 years or so, we have spent
Monday afternoon through
Wednesday evening at our home in the
Twin Cities, and the rest of the week at
Big Sandy Lake. Spending quality time
with our grandchildren and visiting
with friends and playing golf with my
long time golfing buddies seemed to
justify the weekly travel and upkeep on
two large houses.
In early August, we decided to put our
Twin Cities house on the market and it
sold the first day it was listed, which
was certainly a big surprise! We closed
on the sale on September 15th and
drove directly from the closing to the
lake, each of us driving a car and me
towing a trailer with the last of our
belongings. Our original plan was to
sell, or give away everything that was
accumulated over the 28 years we lived
in our home.
This sounded like a good plan, but we
soon realized that a month was
nowhere near enough time to sell or
give away four bedroom sets, all the
living and dining room furniture and of
course there was my garage full of
Photo Credit: Callie Bruce (no filters used)
tools and cabinets, all the photo
albums, hundreds of books, art on the
walls, towels, bedding, food from a full upright freezer and refrigerator, favorite clothes, three more sets of
dishes, kitchen spices, canned goods, pots & pans, bathroom supplies, utensils, etc., etc.
Needless to say, it turned into a lot more work than I originally thought would be required. Our Big Sandy
home is overly full and we are still trying to unpack and put away everything that was brought with us. It’s
quite a chore, but the good part is that we now live on the lake full time and plan to do so for the rest of our
lives. We hope to make many more new friends on the lake.
Finally, an aside – we have actually gone back to the Cities every Tuesday and Wednesday since we moved up
here, but that will change significantly when it starts snowing and I can’t play golf with my friends in the city
until next spring.

REQUESTED

The weather at the lake has been really nice this fall with plenty of warm days for late season boat rides and to
get outside to rake leaves, bring in boats and docks and generally prepare for winter.
BSLA members are welcome
to attend the Board of
Directors meetings, held
from 8:30 to 11 a.m. on the
2nd Saturday of each month
in the lower level at Big
Sandy Lodge.

The duck hunting hasn’t been as good this fall as in other years and the good weather we’ve been enjoying
hasn’t helped. I’d also like to send good luck wishes and happy hunting to all of you deer hunters, too!
I’m sorry I spent so much time in this letter talking about our move, but let it serve as a cautionary tale to
those of you who are also planning to move to the lake. It’s never too early to get started winnowing and
organizing!
Bruce Johnson, President, Big Sandy Lake Association
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Asearly
we get
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of removing
our docks
and lifts
In
October
attended
Aquatic Invaders
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II, in St. Cloud. This 2-day conference brought together members of the DNR,
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the water forwatershed
the season,districts,
the taskcounties,
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great
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other AIS stakeholders from around Minnesota, as well as some guest speakers from
opportunity
to look
for invasive
speciesof-- the
particularly
zebra
other
states and
Canada.
The objective
conference
was to educate, share best practices, and network with others involved in AIS
mussels, which
would attach
themselves
to docks
andlearning
lifts thatfrom this conference.
prevention,
detection.
I wanted
to share some
of the
have been submerged for several months. 2016 has seen a
number
local lakes
become infested
zebra mussels:
The
AIS of
species
that garnered
the mostwith
discussion
during the conference were starry stonewort and zebra mussels. In addition to these two,
West was
Battle
Lake
and Otter
Tailspiny
Lakewater
to name
and curly pond leaf, and eurasian water milfoil. The BSLA website has pictures
there
also
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about
flea,a couple,
rusty crayfish,
evenidentification
in a network of
abandonedonmine
in the
Cuyuna
and
information
all ofpits
these
species.
Country State Recreation Area in Crow Wing County.
Fortunately, with everyone’s cooperative efforts, Big Sandy Ifis you haven’t heard, starry stonewort is a new aquatic algae in Minnesota. The
not on that list. Prevention, of course, is the best tool — but so
first reported infestation was found in Lake Koronis last year; it’s now been
is quick response and potential treatment if an infestation isfound in eight Minnesota lakes, and there’s no known effective treatment yet,
found.
although weed and mud harvesting, as well as chemical treatments, have been
Look on the posts, wheels and underwater support bars of attempted. Starry stonewort grows in dense mats and can transfer from one lake
with when
just ayou
single
cell for
fragment.
Be aware,
inspect
mussels, that there may be only a few adult
docks and lifts, as well as any parts of boats, pontoons, and to another

mussels, or the mussels may be juveniles, which aren't obviously visible but
rafts that may have been submerged in water for an extended
Zebra feel
mussels
to be talked about because it is so easy to transport them
gritty,continue
like sandpaper.
period. In newly infested waters, adult zebra mussels may not
from
one
lake
to
another
via adult zebra mussels attached to a boat, trailer, boat
be abundant and there may only be a few mussels on a piece of
lift,
minnow
bucket,
etc.
or
a veliger (larvae
state)invaluable
floating around
in water
equipment. On a smooth surface, juvenile mussels feel gritty, like sandpaper. Your observations
will provide
information
inleft in
livewells,
boat
hulls
or
ballasts,
minnow
buckets,
etc.
Zebra
mussels
reproduce
tracking the distribution of invasive species, and will provide an opportunity to rapidly respond if new infestations are found.
asexually and can spread throughout the lake by floating attached to a weed or in
If you suspect a new infestation of zebra mussels or other aquatic
invasive
species,
note
the exactto
location,
takecan
a photo,
keep a specimen
the veliger
state,
so once
introduced
a lake they
spreadand
significantly
in just
for positive identification. Call 888-646-6367 or contact a one
localseason.
DNR Aquatic
Invasive
Species
specialist
or a fisheries
office.
Chemical
treatments
have
been effective
at killing
zebra mussels in
lakes, but to eradicate them from a lake you have to first be able to quarantine
them. Rapid response treatments on Lake Minnewashta this year cost about
Aitkin County: Permit Required for Vacation
Rentals
$30,000
to treat 30 acres.

Why should we
fight to prevent
AIS infestations
into Big Sandy? Benjamin
In April
Aitkin
County
new ordinance
requiring
a permit
for
Starry 2014,
stonewort
can grow
in denseadopted
mats and a
impede
Franklin’s famous quote that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
swimming
and boating.
anyone
renting
their home or cabin for 30 days
or less.
Vacation
RentalSome lake associations are spending $10K
really
holds The
true on
AIS prevention.
annuallyCounty
to mow and
chemically
treat eurasian water milfoil and curly pond leaf
Ordinance can be found in Section 17 of the Aitkin
Zoning
Ordinance
infestations.
Over
$800,000
has
already
been
spent
on
the
first
detected
infestation
of
starry
(https://www.co.aitkin.mn.us/ordinances/GenZoningOrd_2013.pdf).stonewort at Lake Koronis. AIS treatment

would be a significant new expense for our lake association, county, and DNR. Eurasian water milfoil and starry stonewort can grow in dense
mats
andpossible
impede swimming
boating.
Zebra mussels
canaccording
plug up lake to
water
and cut
bare feet. Rainy Lake has seen an impact on
One
impact and
of this
ordinance
is that,
thepumps,
sheriff’s
office,
perch yearling size, and spiny water flea can potentially impact the size of game fish.

there have been fewer noise complaints on the lake.

Well-established AIS infestations cannot be eradicated. Our highest priority locally needs to be prevention of AIS, through education and
awareness, as well as inspections at the boat launches and by local law enforcement. A general consensus at the summit was that the penalties
for transporting AIS pale in comparison to the potential damage to the lake.

BSLA BOARD

If AIS does get into our lake, we will need to work with the DNR and the county on a rapid response, first detecting the infestation at an early
state, then quarantining the affected area, and applying treatment. The recent rapid responses to zebra mussels on Lake Minnewashta and
Bruce stonewort
Johnson, President
bwj4@comcast.net
Jack Johnson
218-820-7265
digjack39@gmail.com
starry
on Turtle 218-426-5221
Lake have been able
to quarantine and start treatment
within a few weeks
of the AIS detection.
Over the coming
months,
Big
Sandy
Lake
Association
will
be
working
on
improving
our
early
detection
processes
and
formulating
a
rapid
response
plan.
John Sturner, VP
651-356-1101
johnsturner6070@gmail.com Christopher Krolak
612-991-2108
cjkrolak@gmail.com

Ben Gisselman,
Secretary 612-987-1770
What
can we do?

ben@gisselmanlaw.com John Pilney
651-398-9548
jppilney@aol.com
Mickey
Utech,owners
Treasurer
218-426-3834
MickeyUtech@gmail.com Russ Thompson
218-380-4780
(no email)
As
property
and users
of Big Sandy Lake:
Jeff Backowski
218-426-4047
jcbackowski1@gmail.com
• Be vigilant and proactive to protect the lake.
KathyBecome
Beatty a member of BSLA
651-724-4697
kathybeatty12@gmail.com
•
if you haven’t
already. Encourage yourLiaisons
neighbors to do the same.
•
Take
a
few
minutes
to
educate
yourself
about
the
different
AIS
species.
Richard Beatty
651-724-3690
rjb1946@aol.com
Bill Reed
wreed4318@yahoo.com
• Inspect everything you pull out of the lake for traces of AIS, on a dock, boat, lift, fish pail, log, etc.
MickiIfBerg
mickib19@yahoo.com
Krezowski
krezco@frontiernet.net
•
you think you might507-358-3266
have an AIS to report,
call 888-646-6367, Jim
or contact
a local DNR Aquatic Invasive Species
specialist or
fisheries office.
Jim Carlson
218-426-4256
carlsona@frontiernet.net Robert Greifzu
mcragbag@hotmail.com
• If your boat or dock is coming from another body of water, dry it out 21+ days, have it decontaminated at Willey’s Marine. The same
Janetgoes
Hill for
(Editor)
218-259-4090
the boats of visitors
to your lakejanethillnew@gmail.com
place.
Naomi
Hupton
612-296-1749
naomihupton@gmail.com
More info on how to identify AIS and who to call to report possible infestations can be found on the BSLA website.
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to
protect
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Mississippi
River.
If
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as the recently canceled Sandpiper. Minnesota agencies will
November 2. BSLA board members were on hand to welcome
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the energy cooperative.
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(including
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•
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and
easement
priorities
will focus on parcels that
by Jim Carlson, BSLA Board Member
provide access to existing County, State, and Federal public lands along the
Mississippi River, headwaters lakes, and connecting streams to increase Please give our business members your
Operation
Christmas
a program coordinated by individual volunteers
habitat and
corridorisconnectivity.
patronage. They understand that the
working with Aitkin, Hill City, McGregor, Palisade, and Tamarack area
well-being of Big Sandy Lake is essential
businesses
and service
clubs to collect
and distribute
Christmas
gifts Interest
How
To Apply:
For easements,
landowners
can fill out
a Landowner
for the well-being of their business.
Form
located
at thefamilies
Aitkin in
Soil
& Water
Conservation
District.
Call
for Aitkin
County
need.
In 2015,
we collected
and provided
218-9276565
for information.
fee-title
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landowners
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consisting ofFor
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in Aitkin County.
174 may
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McGillivray
at the
For Public
Land at
(651) 999- 5307.A+ Auto Body
of theseBob
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(35%) live
in Trust
the McGregor
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area.
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Against
Hypothermia
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Bann's Bar & Restaurant
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A. Turner,
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(0-18)
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be of
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and unwrapped.
Big Sandy Camp & Retreat Ctr
donations are used to purchase additional gifts and toys as donated
Once
again,
fall
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squarely
upon
us.
Cold
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and
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not
bring out
the coats and jackets, they also cool the waters of
Bigonly
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ones are depleted. In 2015 over $15,000 was spent for this purpose.
our
lakes.
And
while
many
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us
have
put
our
boats
away
for
the
year,
there
are
a
number
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us
who&continue
Cash donations (in the form of a check) should be mailed to
Big Sandy Lodge
Resortto use the lakes in pursuit of our
seasonal
hobbies.
OPERATION CHRISTMAS, PO Box 191, Aitkin, MN 56431 or
Century 21 Twin Lakes Realty
dropped off at any of the sites listed below. Checks should be made
Christian
As we have said many times, personal floatation devices (PFD’s – or lifejackets
to some)Realty
should North
be used at all times while on the lake. It is
payable
to important
“OperationtoChristmas”.
ANGELS-A
Living
AtImmersion
Home/ into cold water causes us to gasp for breath – a PFD helps keep your
especially
use
them
when
the
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is
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Covenant
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Bible
Camp
Sm
Block
Nursewater
Program
serves
as the fiscal
sponsor
for Operation
head above
when that
involuntary
reflex
of gasping
for air occurs, increasing
your
chance
of
survival.
A PFD will also keep you afloat in
David Winegar, DDS
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and isafter
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(c ) (3) organization.
Your
donation
is arms
tax and legs
the cold water,
it becomes
harder to swim
as your
hands,
become colder. The following chart provides a guideline for the
EyeCare Center of McGregor
deductible.
rate and effects of hypothermia (a cooling of the body) in cold water:
Floe International

Gift donations will be accepted in the McGregor area atHypothermia
ANGELS,
Grand
Timber Bank
Chart
McGregor Schools, Grand Timber Bank, Members Cooperative Credit Independent School District #4
Union, Floe International, Sam’s Grocery in Tamarack and One Stop
IF THE WATER TEMPERATURE (F) IS: EXHAUSTION OR UNCONSCIOUSNESS
EXPECTED TIME OF SURVIVAL IS:
Lake Country Power
Gas & Groceries in Palisade.

McGregor Realty Under 15 - 45 Minutes
30 - 90 Minutes
Meyer's Service Center
1 - Golf
3 Hours
Minnesota National
Course
1
6
Hours
Nistler Plumbing & Heating
2 - 40 Hours
Peat Inc.
3 Hours - Indefinitely
Sparks Environmental
Consulting
Indefinitely
Tamarack Pest Control
efficient coordination of the program.
Thrifty White Pharmacy
Body thermal conductivity in water is 26 times faster than when exposed to air. If you get wet, hypothermia can occur even after you get out
Thank
you forHypothermia
your assistance
keeping
Willey's
Marine
of the water.
caninoccur
on athe
veryOperation
warm day.Christmas
It is not just a cold
weather phenomenon!
It can occur anytime the sum of the
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alive.
If
you
have
any
questions
please
feel
free
to
contact
Jim
Willey's
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& Spirits
outside air temperature (OAT) and the water temperature is less than 100°
F. In other
words,Shop
if the OAT
is 45° F and the water
Carlson
at 218-426-4256.
temperature
is 45° F, then there is a chance of hypothermia.
Yellowstone Log Homes
Zorbaz of Big Zandy Lake
We ask that everyone please take the proper precautions. Nothing is more heartbreaking for those left behind that the unexpected and
32.5
Under 15 Minutes
32.5 does
- 40.0
15of
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How
the program work? Families in need
helpMinutes
register in
40.0 - 50.0
30up- 60
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50.0 -This
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1 -2
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child.
This
is why it is so
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for you to share in this with us. It doesn’t
matter what gift(s)
60.0 - 70.0
2 - 7 Hours
you
consider Operation
70.0donate,
- 80.0 some kid will definitely enjoy it! 3Please
- 12 Hours
Christmas
early in your planning. Early donations
assist us in a more
OVER 80.0
Indefinitely

Gift donation deadline is Friday, December 9, 2016. Gift distribution
preventable
tragedy.
As you
go 40
about
your
late season
lake activities,
will
be December
13-15
at the
Club
Convention
Center
in Aitkin.please do so . . . Safely!
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specialist or
fisheries office.
Jim Carlson
218-426-4256
carlsona@frontiernet.net Robert Greifzu
mcragbag@hotmail.com
• If your boat or dock is coming from another body of water, dry it out 21+ days, have it decontaminated at Willey’s Marine. The same
Janetgoes
Hill for
(Editor)
218-259-4090
the boats of visitors
to your lakejanethillnew@gmail.com
place.
Naomi
Hupton
612-296-1749
naomihupton@gmail.com
More info on how to identify AIS and who to call to report possible infestations can be found on the BSLA website.
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Enbridge Pipeline Update

The
Headwaters
Enbridge, Inc. plans to abandon its Line 3 pipeline, which is too
LakeMississippi
Country Power
cut the Board,
ribbon The
on itsTrust
new for
BigPublic
SandyLand, Board of
Water
&
Soil
Resources,
The
Nature
Conservancy,
and
the
Minnesota
DNR
old to repair, and build a new Line 3 pipeline on the same route
Substation, just south of Floe International, on Wednesday,
have
developed
a
habitat
program
to
protect
the
Mississippi
River.
If
you
are
a
as the recently canceled Sandpiper. Minnesota agencies will
November 2. BSLA board members were on hand to welcome
qualifying landowner on or near Big Sandy Lake, you can help permanently
release a draft Environment Impact Statement for Line 3 in early
the new $1.3 million project that will serve 1800 members of
protect portions of the Mississippi Headwaters by selling land to a
April 2017, at which time citizens will have a chance to weigh in
the energy cooperative.
Country
spokesman
conservation
partner, orAbyLake
taking
part inPower
an easement
program that protects
at public hearings to be held in Spring 2017 (the BSLA website
thanked area
our patience
duringofwhat
turned out
property
valueresidents
while stillforretaining
ownership
the land.
will publish hearing dates and places). Following these
to be a difficult project. Weather, falling tree branches, even
hearings, a final EIS will be prepared, and the public will once
squirrels
slowed
progress.
Much
this new
substation
•
Acquired
parcels
must meet
theofnatural
value
criteriaisof identifying
again have the opportunity to be heard sometime in autumn
underground,
however,
which
cooperative
promises
will as described in
and promoting
protection
ofthe
critical
habitat flora
and fauna
2017. Line 3 will carry tar sands from Alberta, Canada, to
the Mississippi
Headwaters
Board Although
Comprehensive
refineries in and around Illinois. The BSLA opposes Enbridge's
result
in fewer outages
in the future.
stormsManagement
will still be Plan.
•
Acquired
parcels
must
be
on
headwaters
lakes
and
reservoirs
proposed route through Minnesota's lakes country.
a factor, four feeder lines to Big Sandy Lake will enable the
(including
Big
Sandy
Lake)
and
connecting
streams,
to
focus
on
hunting,
company to respond more quickly to storm outages while other
Kathryn
Beatty, BSLA Board member, at the Big Sandy Substation ribbon-cutting.
fishing, and
outdoor
heritage opportunities. Easements have the same
focus
customers
remain
unaffected.
and benefit but landowners will have the option to deny public access to
hunting
and fishing on their
land.
2016
OPERATION
CHRISTMAS
of Aitkin County
•
Acquisition
and
easement
priorities
will focus on parcels that
by Jim Carlson, BSLA Board Member
provide access to existing County, State, and Federal public lands along the
Mississippi River, headwaters lakes, and connecting streams to increase Please give our business members your
Operation
Christmas
a program coordinated by individual volunteers
habitat and
corridorisconnectivity.
patronage. They understand that the
working with Aitkin, Hill City, McGregor, Palisade, and Tamarack area
well-being of Big Sandy Lake is essential
businesses
and service
clubs to collect
and distribute
Christmas
gifts Interest
How
To Apply:
For easements,
landowners
can fill out
a Landowner
for the well-being of their business.
Form
located
at thefamilies
Aitkin in
Soil
& Water
Conservation
District.
Call
for Aitkin
County
need.
In 2015,
we collected
and provided
218-9276565
for information.
fee-title
acquisitions,
landowners
gifts for 183
families
consisting ofFor
495
children
in Aitkin County.
174 may
contact
McGillivray
at the
For Public
Land at
(651) 999- 5307.A+ Auto Body
of theseBob
children
(35%) live
in Trust
the McGregor
Schools
area.

Thank You!

Aardvark Septic

Protect
Yourself
Against
Hypothermia
This
program
depends on
gift and cash
donations. Gifts for all ages
Bann's Bar & Restaurant
by Scott
A. Turner,
Sheriff
County Your cash
(0-18)
are needed.
Gifts should
be of
newAitkin
and unwrapped.
Big Sandy Camp & Retreat Ctr
donations are used to purchase additional gifts and toys as donated
Once
again,
fall
is
squarely
upon
us.
Cold
nights
and
cooler,
shorter
days
not
bring out
the coats and jackets, they also cool the waters of
Bigonly
Sandy
Golf
ones are depleted. In 2015 over $15,000 was spent for this purpose.
our
lakes.
And
while
many
of
us
have
put
our
boats
away
for
the
year,
there
are
a
number
of
us
who&continue
Cash donations (in the form of a check) should be mailed to
Big Sandy Lodge
Resortto use the lakes in pursuit of our
seasonal
hobbies.
OPERATION CHRISTMAS, PO Box 191, Aitkin, MN 56431 or
Century 21 Twin Lakes Realty
dropped off at any of the sites listed below. Checks should be made
Christian
As we have said many times, personal floatation devices (PFD’s – or lifejackets
to some)Realty
should North
be used at all times while on the lake. It is
payable
to important
“OperationtoChristmas”.
ANGELS-A
Living
AtImmersion
Home/ into cold water causes us to gasp for breath – a PFD helps keep your
especially
use
them
when
the
water
is
cold.
Covenant
Pines
Bible
Camp
Sm
Block
Nursewater
Program
serves
as the fiscal
sponsor
for Operation
head above
when that
involuntary
reflex
of gasping
for air occurs, increasing
your
chance
of
survival.
A PFD will also keep you afloat in
David Winegar, DDS
Christmas
and isafter
a 501
(c ) (3) organization.
Your
donation
is arms
tax and legs
the cold water,
it becomes
harder to swim
as your
hands,
become colder. The following chart provides a guideline for the
EyeCare Center of McGregor
deductible.
rate and effects of hypothermia (a cooling of the body) in cold water:
Floe International

Gift donations will be accepted in the McGregor area atHypothermia
ANGELS,
Grand
Timber Bank
Chart
McGregor Schools, Grand Timber Bank, Members Cooperative Credit Independent School District #4
Union, Floe International, Sam’s Grocery in Tamarack and One Stop
IF THE WATER TEMPERATURE (F) IS: EXHAUSTION OR UNCONSCIOUSNESS
EXPECTED TIME OF SURVIVAL IS:
Lake Country Power
Gas & Groceries in Palisade.

McGregor Realty Under 15 - 45 Minutes
30 - 90 Minutes
Meyer's Service Center
1 - Golf
3 Hours
Minnesota National
Course
1
6
Hours
Nistler Plumbing & Heating
2 - 40 Hours
Peat Inc.
3 Hours - Indefinitely
Sparks Environmental
Consulting
Indefinitely
Tamarack Pest Control
efficient coordination of the program.
Thrifty White Pharmacy
Body thermal conductivity in water is 26 times faster than when exposed to air. If you get wet, hypothermia can occur even after you get out
Thank
you forHypothermia
your assistance
keeping
Willey's
Marine
of the water.
caninoccur
on athe
veryOperation
warm day.Christmas
It is not just a cold
weather phenomenon!
It can occur anytime the sum of the
program
alive.
If
you
have
any
questions
please
feel
free
to
contact
Jim
Willey's
Sport
& Spirits
outside air temperature (OAT) and the water temperature is less than 100°
F. In other
words,Shop
if the OAT
is 45° F and the water
Carlson
at 218-426-4256.
temperature
is 45° F, then there is a chance of hypothermia.
Yellowstone Log Homes
Zorbaz of Big Zandy Lake
We ask that everyone please take the proper precautions. Nothing is more heartbreaking for those left behind that the unexpected and
32.5
Under 15 Minutes
32.5 does
- 40.0
15of
- 30
How
the program work? Families in need
helpMinutes
register in
40.0 - 50.0
30up- 60
advance
to set up a time to select gifts totaling
to aMinutes
value of $40 per
50.0 -This
60.0program is at no cost to the family!
1 -2
Hours
child.
This
is why it is so
important
for you to share in this with us. It doesn’t
matter what gift(s)
60.0 - 70.0
2 - 7 Hours
you
consider Operation
70.0donate,
- 80.0 some kid will definitely enjoy it! 3Please
- 12 Hours
Christmas
early in your planning. Early donations
assist us in a more
OVER 80.0
Indefinitely

Gift donation deadline is Friday, December 9, 2016. Gift distribution
preventable
tragedy.
As you
go 40
about
your
late season
lake activities,
will
be December
13-15
at the
Club
Convention
Center
in Aitkin.please do so . . . Safely!

Do You Know...Where this Resort Was?
By Bryan J. McGinnis (guest author for Robert O. Harder’s “Did You Know…?” series)
There are a few hundred picture post cards of Big Sandy Lake, mostly from the 1920s to 1960s. Many show resorts that some of us
remember or have heard about. But fewer than a handful of the original resorts still exist as going businesses. Familiar places include
Kare Phree Pines, Hillcrest, Tower Pines, Ole’s, and Knollwood. However, some names on cards never appeared on published business
lists and have been forgotten. The author requests your help in locating “missing” resorts whose cards are shown. Please email
bjmcginnis@cpinternet.com (or write to BSLA) your best guesses or, better yet, your first-hand knowledge of where these places were.
Your answers (and stories!) will appear in a future newsletter.
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